Disciplines Graded A+/A/A- in the Fourth National Disciplinary Assessment

1. Agricultural Engineering
2. Agricultural Resources and Environment
3. Agriculture and Forestry Economics and Management
4. Clinical Medicine
5. Computer Science and Technology
6. Control Science and Engineering
7. Ecology
8. Horticulture
9. Optical Engineering
10. Plant Protection
11. Software Engineering

1. Chemical Engineering and Technology
2. Chinese Literature
3. Civil Engineering
4. Environmental Science and Engineering
5. Foreign Languages and Literatures
6. Management Science and Engineering
7. Materials Science and Engineering
8. Mechanical Engineering
9. Pharmacy
10. Power Engineering and Engineering Thermophysics
11. Public Management

1. Basic Medical Sciences
2. Biology
3. Biomedical engineering
4. Business Administration
5. Chemistry
6. Crop Science
7. Design Science
8. Education
9. Electrical Engineering
10. Electronic Science and Technology
11. Food Science and Engineering
12. Law
13. Marxist Theory
14. Mathematics
15. Physics
16. Theoretical Economics
17. Zootechny

Note: The Fourth National Disciplinary Assessment was launched in April 2016 by the Chinese Ministry of Education. The results were announced on December 28, 2017. Covering 7499 disciplines from 513 universities on the Chinese mainland, the Assessment classified each subject in nine grades: A+ (top 2%), A (2%~5%), A- (5%~10%), B+ (10%~20%), B (20%~30%), B- (30%~40%), C+ (40%~50%), C (50%~60%) and C- (60%~70%).